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A B S T R A C T

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to the analysis of collaborative learning. The approach posits that different dimensions of collaborative learning emerging from social ties and content analysis of discourse can be modeled as networks. As such, the combination of social network analysis (SNA) and epistemic network analysis (ENA) analysis can detect information about a learner’s enactment of what the literature on collaborative learning has described as a role: an ensemble of cognitive and social dimensions that is marked by interacting with the appropriate people about appropriate content. The proposed approach is named social epistemic network signature (SENS) and is defined as a combination of these two complementary network analytic techniques. The proposed SENS approach is examined on data produced in collaborative activities performed in a massive open online course (MOOC) delivered via a major MOOC platform. The results of a study conducted on a data set collected in a MOOC suggest SNA and ENA produce complementary results which can i) explain collaboration processes that shaped the creation of social ties and that were associated with different network roles; ii) describe differences between low and high performing groups of learners; and iii) show how combined properties derived from SNA and ENA predict academic performance.

1. Introduction

Collaborative learning has attracted much attention due to the growing importance of working in teams and networks to solve complex problems of contemporary life, work, and society (National Research Council (US), 2011). There are many accounts that demonstrate benefits of effective collaboration and social communication on productivity in the workplace, engineering and software development, mission control in aviation, and interdisciplinary research among scientists. These trends also highlighted a need for the integration of activities that promote collaborative learning in formal curricula. The development of technology has also increased opportunities for collaborative learning and attracted attention of researchers from the fields such as computer supported collaborative learning, online learning, psychology, sociology, and computer science. Benefits of technology-mediated or computer-supported collaborative learning can include examples such as increased sense of community (Dawson, 2008), creative potential (Dawson, Tan, & McWilliam, 2011), critical thinking (Garrison, Anderson, & Archer, 2001), academic performance (Joksimović et al., 2016), and integration into learning communities (Haythornthwaite, 2002).

Successful collaboration requires a complex mix of interrelated processes. According several sources (Griffin, McGaw, & Care, 2012; OECD, 2013), two key dimensions of collaboration can be recognized – social and cognitive. The cognitive domain is typically related to the existing literature on problem solving and self-regulated learning (Griffin et al., 2013; Winne & Hadwin, 1998; Zimmerman & Schunk, 2011) and includes task regulation and knowledge building. The social domain is focused on the processes necessary for productive collaboration (OECD, 2013). For example, Hesse, Care, Buder, Sassenberg, and Grifﬁn (2015) posit that social domain include participation, perspective taking, and social regulation.

We posit that the two main dimensions of collaborative learning, as commonly theorized in the literature and used in formal assessment, can be modeled as networks. The existing literature presents many approaches to the analysis of collaborative learning (see Section 2 for...
an overview). These approaches do not sufficiently capture the complexity of interaction between interrelated cognitive and social dimensions that emerge from social ties and collaborative discourse. To overcome limitations of existing approaches, this paper suggests a novel network analytic approach.\(^1\) The social dimension of collaboration can be framed as a network structure that is formed through the interaction among actors of collaboration. That is, social processes are expressed through actor to actor interactions (Scott, 2012). Similarly, the cognitive dimension, typically extracted with content analysis of collaborative discourse, can be framed as a networked phenomenon, since knowledge and demonstration of competency do not function in isolation of one another (Shaffer et al., 2009). For instance, the understanding of a concept or performing a skill is dependent on other forms of understanding and the use of other skills and processes. The prerequisite processes, skills, and knowledge can be used as a form of network relationships.

To comprehensively capture these ensembles, we suggest a combined use of two well-established analytic techniques in the field of learning analytics (Dawson, Gašević, Siemens, & Joksimović, 2014; Gašević, Dawson, & Siemens, 2015) – ENA and SNA – to define SENS of collaborative learning. Although both techniques have been used for analysis of collaborative learning, their combined use has been limited and has not been proposed on the level of network analytic methods. This paper demonstrates an approach how the two methods can complement each other in the analysis of collaborative learning. The approach is illustrated on a case study conducted in the context of a MOOC. The main contributions of the combined use of SNA and ENA illustrated in the study reported are the prediction of

- the structure of social network ties with collaborative discourse,
- the students' role in group communications with collaborative discourse,
- collaborative discourse based on identification of high and low-achieving communities of learners, and
- academic performance.

The proposed SENS approach contributes to both fields of learning analytics and cognitive computing. On the one hand, learning analytics is often referred to as a bricolage field of research and practice (Gašević, Kovanović, & Joksimović, 2017) that borrows theories, techniques, and approaches from a wide range of related fields such as learning sciences, machine learning, and human computer interaction (Dawson et al., 2014). In this context, the paper provides a potential blue print how established analytic techniques can systematically be combined to address questions significance for learning analytics. Specifically, the paper offers a theory-informed, practical, and holistic approach to analytics of collaborative learning. On the other hand, cognitive computing aims to provide software and hardware systems that simulate human brain and advance human decision-making (Modha et al., 2011). This paper provides a concrete example of a holistic analytic approach that models collaborative learning by guiding integration of analytic methods with learning theory.

2. Background

2.1. Collaborative learning

There is a wide range of conceptualizations of collaborative learning (Roschelle & Teasley, 1995). In computer support-collaborative

\(^1\) It is however important to note that the approach proposed suggests that cognitive and other relevant dimensions (e.g., affective and motivational) of collaborative learning are typically extracted using content analysis of collaborative discourse. Therefore, to suggest that SENS can also be used to account for those other dimensions (not just cognitive), we refer to content of collaborative discourse (or simply collaborative discourse) throughout the paper.
collaboration (Martinez et al., 2003; de Laat, Lally, Lipponen, & Simons, 2007).

2.2. Content analysis

Content analysis (De Wever et al., 2006; Strijbos et al., 2006) is a commonly used technique for analysis of transcripts of discussions generated in collaborative learning. Discourse is a rich source of information about collaboration and is the most comprehensive source of data, in addition to self-reports, about cognitive, metacognitive, motivational and affective dimensions of student engagement (Azevedo, 2015). Content analysis uses a coding scheme that can be either commonly used or recently proposed for the measurement of new features of collaboration. Examples of commonly used coding schemes for collaborative learning are those for argumentation (Weinberger et al., 2007), cognitive presence (Garrison et al., 2001), and knowledge construction (Gunawardena et al., 1997). Examples of recently proposed schemes for emerging topics in collaborative learning are those used for the measurement of engineering design thinking (Arastoopour et al., 2016), collective creativity (Tan et al., 2014), and self-regulated learning in group activities (Sobocinski et al., 2017). With the recent progress in text mining and natural language processing, approaches to automate the concept analysis process of collaborative learning have been proposed. While some authors propose to automate the coding process based on existing coding schemes such as Kovanović et al. (2016) for cognitive presence in online discussions, others use unsupervised text analysis methods for the detection of emerging themes in discourse as Yang, Wen, Kumar, Xing, and Rose (2014) did for the analysis of discussions in MOOCs.

The results of the coding process, as part of content analysis, are typically aggregated on either individual or group levels to understand to what extent certain process are being activated, measures according to a specific coding scheme. The results of coding process are also used in other (statistical) analysis as dependent or independent variables. For example, Schellens, Keer, Wever, and Valcke (2007) use the coding results, based on the knowledge construction scheme (Gunawardena et al., 1997), as dependent variables to determine the extent to which role assignment in group activities affected knowledge construction levels. Joksimović, Gašević, Kovanović, Riecke, and Hatala (2015) use codes of social presence as predictors of academic achievement. The literature on collaborative learning recommends using analytical methods that account for the nested nature of data, which can emerge from content analysis (Cress, 2008).

Methods commonly used for analysis of the results produced by content analysis cannot offer sufficient insights into the ways how processes represented by codes are interlinked, how links between processes can qualitatively be interpreted, and whether there are significant differences in the process links among different groups of collaborators. Rather than thinking of collaboration as a collection of processes, the CSCL literature suggests that being an effective collaborator means performing well in a role (Dillenbourg, Järvelä, & Fischer, 2009; Fischer et al., 2013). A role is an ensemble of different dimensions that assume interacting with the right people at the right times and in the right ways. Content analysis is also insufficient to analyze what kind of roles actors in collaborative learning played and social structures that emerge from collaboration. Therefore, this paper proposes a networked analysis approach to address the above limitations.

2.3. Epistemic network analysis

ENA is a network analysis technique that analyses logfile data and other records of individual and collaborative learning (Nash & Shaffer, 2012; Rupp, Gusha, Mislevy, & Shaffer, 2010; Rupp et al., 2010; Shaffer & Gee, 2012; Shaffer et al., 2009). ENA is an operationalization of the learning science theory of epistemic frames (Shaffer, 2004, 2006, 2008), which looks at expertise in complex domains not as a set of isolated processes, skills, and knowledge, but as a network of connections among knowledge, skills, values, and decision-making processes. ENA makes use of categories of action, communication, cognition, and other relevant features of group interaction that can be characterized with appropriate coding schemes used in content analysis as some of those mentioned in Section 2.2 (Shaffer, Collier, & Ruis, 2016). Specifically, an epistemic network is constructed by making use of the codes assigned to difference elements of collaborative discourse where nodes of the network are the codes themselves. Connections among nodes are established based on occurrence of the codes within a relevant unit of analysis (e.g., a discussion message or several messages).

In epistemic networks, the weights of the connections among nodes (i.e., the association structure between key elements of the domain) are a central point of interest. For example, ENA takes advantage of these features by using computational and statistical techniques to compare the salient properties of networks, including networks generated by different teams or by teams at different points in time, teams in different spatial locations, or teams engaged in different activities. Critically, though, these salient properties are not just modeled in terms of the general structure of the networks such as change in density. ENA also extracts properties relevant to the actual content of the network and traces of individual and collaborative processes activated during collaboration actives. The exiting literature showed that ENA can be used to a wide range of analyses about collaborative learning such as identification of critical patterns of interaction in expert and novice teams, successful and unsuccessful teams and individuals, and assessment of engineering design thinking in collaborative learning (Arastoopour et al., 2016; Chesler et al., 2015; Nash & Shaffer, 2012; Orrill, Shaffer, & Burke, 2013; Rupp, Gusha, et al., 2010; Rupp, Sweet, et al., 2010; Shaffer, 2013; Shaffer et al., 2009; Shaffer & Gee, 2012).

While ENA offers powerful mechanisms to analyze collaboration discourse and links among relevant features of collaborative learning, it does not have strong methods that can be used for analysis of roles actors occupy in collaborative activities, social structures formed in collaborative learning, sub-communities created during collaboration, and principles on which ties between actors of collaboration were formed (Morris, Handcock, & Hunter, 2008). These are precisely the types of insights that can be obtained by the use of SNA.

2.4. Social network analysis

The use of SNA has played a prominent role in the learning sciences and learning analytics for analysis of collaborative learning (Dawson et al., 2014). According to Haythornthwaite (1996), SNA provides insights into the following dimensions: cohesion – how a network is interlinked; centralization – the extent to which the network is dependent on a small number of actors; structural equivalence – whether there are actors that have similar roles in the network; prominence – popularity of an actor in the network; range – the extent to which an actor is connected to others in the network; brokerage – the extent to which an actor connects different parts of the network that are otherwise disconnected. Some authors show that some of these SNA dimensions are positively associated with outcomes such as academic performance, creative potential, and sense of community (Dawson, 2008; Dawson et al., 2011; Dowell et al., 2015; Gašević, Zouaq, & Janzen, 2013).

The dimensions provided by SNA have also been adopted by CSCL researchers to propose approaches to characterizations of roles played by different actors in collaborative learning activities (Capuano, Mangione, Mazzoni, Miranda, & Orciuoli, 2014; Marcos-García et al., 2015). For example, Marcos-García et al. (2015) suggest that the measures of SNA should be organized into “a qualitative combination of the relative ranges of values (high, medium, low and null)” (p. 338) of the SNA dimensions. They go on and offer an example of a student-animator (show initiative, set the pulse of collaboration, and encourage co-learners) who needs to have medium to high level of range,
promotes the development of their network with a high value of density, medium to high value for prominence, and low to medium for brokerage.

The emergence of novel statistical SNA methods (Morris et al., 2008) offer additional insights about emerging clusters of collaborators and social processes that shaped network formation. SNA can allow for the identification of communities of actors with mutually higher ties with each other than the rest of the network (Blondel, Guillaume, Lambiotte, & Lefebvre, 2008). Latent community structures are evident in many social networks emerging from interactions in online settings (Wang, Wang, Yu, & Zhang, 2015). With statistical SNA (Goodreau, Kitts, & Morris, 2009; Morris et al., 2008), it is possible to get insights in a wide range of processes about the network formation such as a) the propensity of reciprocal ties which can be reflective of the equitable involvement in knowledge construction, b) the propensity of strong ties which is relevant for opportunities afforded (e.g., high performance) by occupying certain roles in the network, and c) the propensity to work with other actors who share similar characteristics (see Section 4.2 for more details).

Although SNA can reveal the role individual actors played in different collaborative tasks, the factors that define their positions are less clear from the use of SNA only. One critical reason for this lack of clarity is the fact that network dynamics are influenced by the type of information shared, content communicated, and social and cognitive processes activated among network actors while collaborating. Therefore, in this paper, we argue that social network models devoid of content are doomed to fail because group interactions are never “content neutral” (Shaffer, 2014). This is of importance for the measurement of relevant processes, as introduced in Section 2.2, whose assessment is rather limited by looking at social networks only. That is, we need to understand, simultaneously, the social network of the group, epistemic networks that guide the action of the individuals in the group, and the social network by which that action is accomplished. Thus, we argue that a critical step in creating a technique to monitor and support group performance is the development of network analysis techniques for assessing collaborative learning.

3. Social-epistemic network signature

A fundamental claim in this paper is that it is essential to consider both the semantic and conceptual content of what gets said during social interactions and the patterns of communication — of who talks to whom in a social network by bearing in mind the types of network ties. We argue that it is difficult to evaluate the quality of collaborative learning by examining either who is talking to whom without knowing what they are talking about, or by modeling what is being said without tracing the interactive contributions of the individuals involved. Although there have been previous proposals to combine content analysis and SNA for the study of collaborative learning (Martinez et al., 2003; de Laat et al., 2007), there has been limited previous work that combined the perspectives on the level of network analytic techniques. Therefore, we propose a combined use of SNA and ENA – named as social and epistemic network signature (SENS) – to measure collaborative learning.

SENS uses content of collaborative discourse and social ties to measure collaborative learning by combining the SNA and ENA techniques. In this paper, we demonstrate how SNA and ENA can be used jointly for the measurement of collaborative learning by addressing four research questions.

3.1. Research questions

Much of the existing literature suggests that learners who share similar characteristics are likely to collaborate with each other. For example, the use of statistical SNA methods such as exponential random graph models (ERGMs) have demonstrated the significant homophilic effects on network formation of a number of factors such gender, academic achievement, and nationality on the creation of network ties (Joksimović et al., 2016; Kellogg, Booth, & Oliver, 2014). Insights obtained through the analysis of homophilic ties allow for understanding the factors that shape the choices of collaborators. Although highly important for understanding of collaborative learning, there is a dearth of research that looks at the extent to which content of collaborative discourse is predictive of the factors that shape the structure of social network ties.

RQ 1. Does an ENA analysis of the content of collaborative discourse predict the structure of social network ties? (That is, does what students talk about influence who they talk with?)

The study of roles individuals play in collaborative learning are well recognized in the current literature (Dillenbourg et al., 2009; Fischer et al., 2013). Much of the existing literature looks at the analysis of roles played by individuals with the use of either social network (Haythornthwaite, 1996; Marcos-García et al., 2015; Martinez et al., 2003) or content analysis (De Wever et al., 2006; Strijbos et al., 2006; Wise, Saghañian, & Padmanabhan, 2012). Although the benefits of roles played in social networks are well studied to predict academic performance (Gašević et al., 2013; Joksimović et al., 2016), it is much less understood whether and if so, to what extent the content students talk about is predictive of the students’ roles in social networks.

RQ 2. Does an ENA analysis of individual students’ discourse predict students’ centrality in the social network? (That is, is the content of students’ talk related to their role in group communications?)

For example, the importance of homophilic ties based on academic performance (i.e., high achieving students connect with each other and likewise low achieving students with each other) is often reported (Joksimović et al., 2015; Kellogg et al., 2014). The presence of homophilic ties can be ultimately lead to the formation of communities/cliques composed mostly by either low or high performing students. However, it is much less understood to what extent network grouping of students is predictive of the content the students talk about.

RQ 3. Does an SNA analysis of high- and low-performing sub-communities of students predict differences in the content of students’ discourse? (That is, do groups of closely-linked students talk about different things depending on how well they do in class?)

Contributions of both roles played by students in social networks and processes identified by content analysis of collaborative discourse are reported in the literature to be associated with academic performance (Gašević et al., 2013; Joksimović et al., 2015, 2016; Schellens et al., 2007). However, it is much less understood whether and if so, to what extent a combination of factors identified by SNA and content analysis is more predictive than either SNA and ENA alone.

RQ 4. Does a combined SNA and ENA model predict student outcomes better than an SNA or ENA model alone? (That is, is SENS an effective approach to modeling student performance?)

3.2. Methodological approach

Fig. 1 shows the methodological steps proposed for the combined use of SNA and ENA to form SENS. Initially, collaboration traces are used from a collaborative learning environment to extract collaboration discourse and social ties. Before ENA is applied, a content analysis is performed on the collaboration discourse to identify processes and themes pertinent to the objectives of a study. A social network is created based on the social ties before SNA is performed to identify roles actors played, network processes, and communities. SNA and ENA are
combined to form SENS based on the outcomes of either of the analysis methods. The outputs of both SNA and ENA can also be additionally analyzed with methods that aim to identify subgroups of learners (e.g., cluster analysis) before further SNA, ENA, or SENS analysis is performed.

Specifically, research question 1 can be addressed by using the output of ENA to produce information about specific epistemic network of each network actor which statistical SNA can use to analyze social processes that influenced network formation. For example, this can be used to test whether actors who had similar epistemic networks had a statistically significant propensity to connect with each other.

Research question 2 can be addressed by using outputs produced by both SNA and ENA to i) test the extent to which SENS can explain or predict performance of network actors, ii) compare whether performance of learners with different roles and epistemic networks also statistically differs, and iii) check whether there is a significant association between epistemic networks and network positions. To enable the combined use of SNA and ENA in such cases, an external analysis method should be used such as regression analysis, mixed models, or statistical tests for comparisons of groups.

Research question 3 can be addressed by using a modularity analysis algorithm of SNA to identify relevant communities emerging from collaboration activities. Such communities can then be compared with ENA to check whether there are statistically significant differences in epistemic networks. In some cases, communities can be combined to test the extent to which certain properties of communities are associated with their epistemic networks. For example, epistemic networks of communities of high performing students and low performing learners can be compared.

Research question 4 can be addressed by using statistical analyzed commonly used for prediction of academic performance such as multiple linear regression or mixed models. The independent variables can be measures produced by both SNA and ENA, while the dependent variable can be student grades or other measures of academic performance.

4. Methods

The study was conducted with the sole purpose to provide a proof of concept for SENS that showcases the complementary use of the two analytical techniques – SNA and ENA – for the measurement of collaborative learning through a possible instantiation of the methodology outlined in Fig. 1. As such, the study was not conducted with the aim to have a generalization power and test specific theory-informed hypotheses. For analysis, we first performed SNA and ENA and then, the results of the two analyses are combined in SENS to address the four research questions.

4.1. Data

In this study, we analyzed forum discussions from the third iteration of a “Critical Thinking in Global Challenges” MOOC, delivered on the Coursera platform. The course aimed at developing and enhancing students’ ability to think critically and develop justified arguments in the context of the global challenges facing today’s society. The content of the course was delivered over five weeks, consisting of video lectures, quizzes and exercises. An additional final exam was provided for those students who wanted to obtain a certificate of accomplishment.

Initially, more than 61,000 students enrolled in the course. However, 29,466 students engaged with at least one course activity within the course, whereas 2660 students obtained a certificate of accomplishment. Additionally, 1989 students posted at least once to the course discussion forum. In total, we analyzed 6158 (M = 3.10, SD = 7.07) student generated posts across 1677 (M = 3.67, SD = 9.54) discussion threads. Moreover, we also extracted demographic data that were used to support SNA and ENA. Demographic data include students’ age, gender, whether English is their first language or not, area of employment (e.g., Accountancy, banking and finance; Energy and utilities; and IT and information services), academic level (e.g., College, Undergraduate university, and Postgraduate university), intent (e.g., to get a certificate; learn new things; and improve my career options), as well as final course grade and achievement level (i.e., none – did not obtain certificate; normal – obtained certificate). Out of 1989 students who posted to a discussion forum, 1151 submitted a course survey. In order to obtain a more complete dataset, we searched for student data across surveys delivered in other courses provided by the same institution. This resulted in additional 63 entries, producing 1214 complete data records. The list of observed demographic variables was compiled from the standard Coursera questionnaire prior the analysis during which students’ names were removed from the dataset and their unique identifiers were anonymized.

4.2. Social network analysis

4.2.1. Extraction of social ties

To investigate social processes, roles actors played in collaborative learning activities, and communities formed, we extracted a directed weighted graph to represent interactions occurring within a discussion forum. Specifically, we relied on the most commonly applied approach that considers each message as being directed to the previous one.
(Dowell et al., 2015; de Laat et al., 2007). For example, if within a given thread, author A2 replied to a message posted by author A1, we would include a directed edge A2- > A1. Further, the Coursera platform also allows for posting comments to created posts; therefore if A3 posted a comment on A2’s post, we would include another edge (i.e., A3- > A2). In case that A1, for example replied again to A2’s post, we would increase the weight of the A1- > A2 edge by one.

Given the large number of small disconnected components (i.e., individual students or pairs of students) in the final graph, we decided to perform all the SNA on the largest connected component of the original network (Schluter, 2014; Whitelock, Field, Pulman, Richardson, & Van Labeke, 2014). Such a comprised graph included 79% of all the nodes (i.e., students – Nnodes = 1564) and 99% of edges (Nedges = 3303) from the original network.

4.2.2. Communities

We identified communities from the social graph by using the Louvain method (Blondel et al., 2008) that groups nodes in a network according to the strength of relationships between them (Steinhaeuser & Chawla, 2008). The community detection method determines clusters of nodes (i.e., course participants) that are “more densely connected to each other than with the rest of the network” (Deritei et al., 2014, p. 2). The extracted communities are then compared based on academic performance and the roles students played in the networks.

The community detection analysis resulted in 19 distinctive groups of students, where the two largest clusters comprised 8.70 (i.e., 136 participants) and 8.31 (i.e., 130 participants) percent of the graph, respectively. The five smallest groups included between 41 and 59 course participants, accounting for from 2.62 to 3.96 percent of the analyzed network. Despite an attempt to characterize communities with respect to students’ age, gender, academic level, intent to complete the course, or experience with online learning, the most striking difference between emerging social groups was evident in the average final course grade. Fig. 2 shows that communities 3, 11, and 17 were composed of highest performing students on average, whereas communities 6, 8, and 12 included lowest performing students on average.

4.2.3. Roles

To examine roles actors played in the network and within communities, we relied on most commonly used SNA measures that capture various aspects of network structural centrality – weighted degree, closeness, and betweenness centrality (Wasserman, 1994). Weighted degree centrality accounts for the weight of edges a node has in the network. Closeness centrality explains the potential for control over communication in a network, measuring a distance of a given node to all other nodes in the network. Specifically, closeness centrality measures the potential of a node to connect easily with other nodes in the network. Finally, betweenness centrality is also related to the potential of control over communication; however, betweenness instead shows expected benefits for the nodes that bridge two or more distinct parts of the network (Wasserman, 1994). These measures are also proposed for role analysis in the CSCL literature (Marcos-García et al., 2015). The descriptive statistics of the centrality measures for the participants included in the entire graph used in the analysis (i.e., the largest connected component) are presented in Table 1.

The descriptive statistics of the network centrality measures for the high and low performing communities are given in Table 2.

4.2.4. Network processes

We applied methods of statistical network analysis to reveal social processes that framed the formation of the social network extracted from online discussions. In so doing, we relied on ERGMs that allowed for examining network formation mechanisms at the dyadic and triadic level (Morris et al., 2008). At the dyadic level, we aimed to investigate the effects of selective mixing, reciprocity, popularity, and expansiveness, as some of the most commonly used network statistics (Goodreau et al., 2009; Joksimović et al., 2016; Kellogg et al., 2014; Stepanyan, Borau, & Ullrich, 2010).

Selective mixing represents an effect of a students’ propensity to interact with peers who share similar (demographic) characteristics (Goodreau et al., 2009; Morris et al., 2008). Here we examined two selective mixing dynamic types – uniform homophily (i.e., mixing across attribute categories), and differential homophily (i.e., propensity across individual categories within the observed attribute) (Goodreau et al., 2009; Morris et al., 2008).
Specifically, we used uniform homophily to assess the propensity that students connect within the same gender, academic level, and intent to complete the course, and based on the fact whether English is their first language or not (Goodreau et al., 2009; Kellogg et al., 2014; Lusher, Koskinen, & Robins, 2012). Differential homophily, on the other hand, was used to examine potential differences in students' propensity to interact with their peers across different epistemic groups – i.e., clusters of students defined based on their discourse. We also tested the main effect of the achievement level (i.e., obtained certificate or not) on the propensity to form ties (i.e., nodefactor).

Reciprocity reflects students' tendency to form reciprocal ties and cluster together (Morris et al., 2008). In networks that represent friendship formation in schools, for example, where students identify their peers as friends, such networks are considered cross-validated and potentially stronger than nominations characterized as one-way (Carolan, 2013). In the context of interactions within online discussion forums, such property should allow for revealing whether students tend to continue interaction with peers who replied to their posts.

Popularity and expansiveness, on the other hand, are network statistics that represent formations based on the students' tendency to “attract” a significant number of replies to their posts (i.e., to measure popularity) or whether there are students who are very active in replying to their peers' posts (i.e., to measure expansiveness). These network processes are also associated with the influence of roles played by learners as introduced in the CSCL literature and outlined in Section 4.2.4.

At the triadic level, we examined effects of cyclical ties, triadic closure, and Simmelian ties formation. Our model included cyclical ties statistics in order to control for the potentially hierarchical nature of the network. We also modeled Simmelian ties (Krackhardt, 1999) to assess whether the network is characterized by formation of cliques of students that tend to form super-strong ties – i.e., to interact more often within a clique than with other peers in the network. Testing whether there is a significant propensity of Simmelian ties is important in order to assure whether benefits steepening from particular network roles can be hypothesized (Joksimović et al., 2016). As well-established in the SNA literature, benefits of occupying certain network positions occur in the presence of weak ties (Granovetter, 1982).

4.3. Content analysis

To prepare our data forENA, a content analysis needed to be performed. In this study, we used an automated approach to content analysis and applied the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003). LDA is a probabilistic topic modeling technique, commonly applied in social sciences and humanities (Weingart & Meeks, 2012), that allows for extraction of prominent themes from a collection of text documents. Specifically, examining a co-occurrence of words in the documents analyzed, LDA identifies groups of words that are commonly used together and could potentially represent semantically different theme (Blei et al., 2003).

Prior to conducting the analysis we preprocessed the data by removing stopwords (i.e., commonly used words such as ‘a’, ‘the’, or ‘be’), numbers, punctuation, and removing short words (i.e., less than three characters long). LDA also requires a number of topics to be specified in advance. There are various methods applied to identify an optimal number of topics and the selection of an appropriate approach depends on the research goals and the size of a dataset (Blei et al., 2003). Regardless of the fact that we analyzed relatively large number of user generated posts (i.e., 6168), an average length of those posts was around 125 words (SD = 166.61), resulting in a manageable corpus that allowed us to evaluate a large number of LDA models in order to reveal an optimal number of topics.

The above procedure with the use of LDA identified 12 topics, including Content topics (i.e., topics about substance of the lessons in the course) such as c.Energy, c.Population, c.Diseases, c.Course_related_interests, c.Critical_thinking, and c.Communities_social_groups and Process topics (i.e., topics about general procedures of the course) such as p.Course_expectations and p.Course_related_interests.

4.4. Epistemic network analysis

Individual students were the unit of analysis to produce an epistemic network of each participant. We analyzed posts and comments within each thread using a moving window of three posts. That is, we looked for semantic connections between each post or comment and the previous three contributions in its thread, where semantic connection was defined as the co-presence of any pair of topics $t_m$ and $t_n$ from topics $t_k, \ldots, t_{k+1}$ identified in the content analysis with LDA (see Section 4.3). We chose a moving window of three posts based on a qualitative assessment of the window size necessary to capture the largest percentage of meaningful connections made by students; more information on this approach are provided by Shaffer (2017). Based on the semantic connections in each window, we created NxN adjacency matrices for each post or comment that described the semantic connections the post or topic contained. N in our study was 12 as the LDA analysis – see Section 4.3 – identified 12 topics. That is, N corresponds to the number of topics or codes used in content analysis. The adjacency matrices were

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph/Cluster</th>
<th>Weighted degree Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Median (25–75%)</th>
<th>Betweenness centrality Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Median (25–75%)</th>
<th>Closeness centrality Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Median (25–75%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LCC graph</td>
<td>5.95 (15.08)</td>
<td>2.00 (1.00–5.00)</td>
<td>2098.00 (10,162.05)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00–347.70)</td>
<td>3.86 (2.49)</td>
<td>4.42 (1.00–5.71)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Weighted degree Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Median (25–75%)</th>
<th>Betweenness centrality Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Median (25–75%)</th>
<th>Closeness centrality Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Median (25–75%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C.3</td>
<td>4.88 (5.33)</td>
<td>2.00 (1.00–4.00)</td>
<td>1227.89 (2908.36)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00–700.00)</td>
<td>3.45 (2.59)</td>
<td>4.32 (1.00–5.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.11</td>
<td>3.29 (9.01)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.00–2.00)</td>
<td>670.48 (3666.12)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00–0.00)</td>
<td>4.23 (2.82)</td>
<td>7.04 (1.58–7.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.17</td>
<td>3.08 (5.09)</td>
<td>2.00 (1.00–3.00)</td>
<td>129.02 (566.23)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00–0.00)</td>
<td>1.79 (1.99)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.00–2.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.6</td>
<td>5.38 (10.83)</td>
<td>2.00 (1.00–5.00)</td>
<td>1674.16 (6483.79)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00–123.98)</td>
<td>3.65 (2.33)</td>
<td>4.56 (1.00–5.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.8</td>
<td>4.59 (9.42)</td>
<td>2.00 (1.00–4.00)</td>
<td>1458.08 (6231.68)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00–4.00)</td>
<td>4.24 (2.15)</td>
<td>5.01 (3.80–6.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.12</td>
<td>3.42 (17.07)</td>
<td>2.00 (1.00–2.00)</td>
<td>1146.89 (9822.64)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00–0.00)</td>
<td>6.13 (1.13)</td>
<td>6.44 (6.44–6.44)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
then accumulated for each participant in the dataset into a cumulative adjacency matrix. The cumulative adjacency matrix for each participant was represented as a point in a high-dimensional space by taking each cell in the matrix as a dimension in the space. We used singular value decomposition (svd) to project the points into a lower dimensional space of orthogonal dimensions that maximized variance accounted for in the data. We used the first six dimensions (\(svd_{1-6}\)) as descriptors for study participants in the ENA space based on the amount of variance explained by the addition of subsequent dimensions. According to Shaffer et al. (2016), it is up to the researcher to assess which two dimensions to use in presenting an ENA space. It is also up to the researcher to decide if and how the dimensions can be interpreted as a high-fidelity model, or “fair sample” of the phenomenon of interest.

To produce two-dimensional EN graphs for each participant, we computed the location \(p_i\) for the epistemic network of each participant using \(svd_1\) and \(svd_2\). We positioned the nodes \(N_{x-1,12}\) of the EN—which correspond to the topics \(t_{k-1,12}\)—and for each participant calculated the position of centroid \(c_i\) of his or her resulting network graph. We then optimized the positions of \(N_{x-1,12}\) so as to minimize \(J_c(\text{p}_c)\). The position of the nodes in the \(svd_1\) x \(svd_2\) space were then used to interpret the significance of the spatial location of participants’ networks—that is, the positions of the topics were used to explain the dimensions of the ENA space. The details about ENA are provided by Shaffer et al. (2016).

The first dimension of the ENA space \((svd_1\ or \ Process\ or \ X\ axis\ the\ for\ networks\ in\ Fig.\ 4) explained 46% of the variance in the ENA space; Participants with high Process scores were focused more on course processes and procedures. They made more connections between process related topics (i.e., p.Course_related_interests and p.Course_related_interests) than to other content related topics (i.e., c.Energy, c.Population, c.Climate_change, c.Humanity_challenges, and c.Critical_thinking). Those with low Process scores made more connections between purely content related topics. The second dimension of the ENA space \((svd_2\ or \ Content\ or \ y-axis\ in\ the\ four\ networks\ in\ Fig.\ 4) explained 18% of the variance in the ENA space. Participants with high Content scores made more connections with c.Energy, c.Population, c.Diseases, and c.Course_related_interests to other topics. Participants with low Content scores made more connections between p.Course_expectations, c.Critical_thinking, and c.Communities_social_groups. Centroids of the individual epistemic networks of each student in the sample are plotted in Fig. 4.

4.5. Cluster analysis

A cluster analysis was performed on the svd values produced by ENA to prepare the outcomes of ENA to a) identify groups of students based on their epistemic networks, and b) check whether learners had a tendency to link with other learners who belonged to the same epistemic group as asked in research question 1, c) compare possible differences in roles played in the networks among students who belong to different epistemic network groups as asked in research question 2. Specifically, we used k-means cluster analysis (Jain, 2010) to identify relevant clusters of students based on the properties of their discourse characterized by the svd dimensions as calculated by ENA. The selection of the final number of clusters was based on two commonly used methods for extraction of the optimal number of clusters: comparing sum of squared errors (Peeples, 2011) and model-based methods for clustering (Fraley, Raftery, & others, 2007). The examination of scree plots and the solution obtained based on the probability models resulted in four clusters (Cluster 1 N = 220, Cluster 2 N = 305, Cluster 3 N = 272, and Cluster 4 N = 206) among participants who contributed at least 5 messages during the entire course; plus, a fifth cluster of participants (Cluster 5 N = 561) who posted fewer than 5 messages.

The cluster assignments of students—a) performed k-means clustering on the svd values—are shown with different colors in Fig. 3. In total, cluster analysis identified five clusters. The epistemic networks for the four clusters are shown in Fig. 4. The epistemic network of the learners in ENA cluster 1 focused most on two process related topics (p.Course_related_interests and p.Course_expectations) and their links with one content topic (p.Critical_thinking), which was also a broad and generic topic considering the data were from a course on critical thinking. Learners in ENA cluster 2 focused on a process topic (p.Course_related_interests), two content topics (c.Energy and c.Population), and a generic topic (c.Humanity_challenges) considering that the topic was on critical thinking and global challenges. However, there was no dominant link(s) between any pair of topics in the epistemic network of the learners in ENA cluster 2. Learners from ENA cluster 3 mostly focused on content related topics and the most dominant ones included c.Energy, c.Population, and c.Humanity_challenges. They however did not have any dominant links between some of the topics. Finally, learners in ENA cluster 4 primarily focused on content topics c.Climate_change and its links with process topics p.Course-related_interests and p.Course_expectation.

Fig. 3 shows only four dots (i.e., centroids of the epistemic networks) for the participants in Cluster 5. This happened as we merged all those participants who posted less than 5 messages into a single “meta student” in the ENA. One of the dots represents all those who posted less than 5 messages and those other few show students whose contribution was low enough to be grouped within the Cluster 5.

4.6. SENS

To address research question 1, we used the ERG models. Akaike information criterion (AICc) (Akaike, 2011) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (Neath & Cavanaugh, 2012) were used to compare the fitness of the two ERG models: i) one based on the SNA properties and demographics/academic attributes; and ii) another one that additionally included ENA cluster assignment as parameters of selective mixing. The estimates of SNA and ENA properties in the ERG models were used to compare their effects on the formation of social ties.

To address research question 2, we used tabularly and graphically compared the ENA cluster assignments on the three SNA network centrality measures. Non-parametric tests to determine whether the ENA clusters were significantly different based on their SNA centrality measures (weighted degree, closeness, and betweenness) were used. The non-parametric tests were used as the data were not normally distributed.

To address research question 3, we compared epistemic networks of the communities identified as described in Section 4.2.2. Specifically, we analyzed three communities that included highest performing learners and three communities that included lowest performing students. The epistemic networks of these two group communities are then compared by using ENA methods—including the interpretation of the differences in the epistemic networks of the two groups of communities, statistical differences of the centroids of the two groups of communities on both svd and svd2 dimensions with t-tests, and the subtraction of the epistemic networks of the two groups of communities.

Finally, to address research question 4, a multiple linear regression analysis was performed to determine whether SNA and ENA combined provided a better model of student performance than SNA and ENA alone. Because introducing additional parameters always increases the variance of a model (R²), we compared models AICc. All regression models included a predictor for whether the participants completed the pre-course survey. Previous MOOC studies have showed that this is a significant predictor of student performance and course completion (Joksimović, Poquet, et al., 2018).
Fig. 3. The dots in the diagram represent the centroids of each student which were identified with ENA. Colors of the centroids represent cluster assignments. The rectangles pointed by the arrow heads from the five clusters represent the confidence intervals along X (i.e., svd₁) and Y (i.e., svd₂) axes of each of the five clusters. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Average ENA graphs of four ENA clusters. The x-axis is based on svd₁ and increase in the values represents greater focus on process related topics. The y-axis is based on svd₂ and is primarily focused on Content related topics.
Summary statistics of the network centrality measures for the ENA clusters.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Weighted degree</th>
<th>Betweenness centrality</th>
<th>Closeness centrality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Median (25-75%)</td>
<td>Mean (25-75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>7.68 (18.27)</td>
<td>3.00 (2.00-6.25)</td>
<td>4048.98 (16,295.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>2.79 (3.22)</td>
<td>2.00 (1.00-3.00)</td>
<td>360.67 (1327.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>10.63 (20.30)</td>
<td>5.00 (2.00-10.00)</td>
<td>4601.29 (12,349.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4</td>
<td>13.99 (25.27)</td>
<td>5.00 (3.00-13.00)</td>
<td>4839.19 (16,212.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 5</td>
<td>1.77 (2.69)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.00-2.00)</td>
<td>57.87 (526.46)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

Analysis of the estimates for the two ERG models – without ENA properties and the model that included ENA properties.

Table 5

Pairwise comparison of the ENA clusters on the measures of social network centrality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENA cluster pair</th>
<th>W. Degree z (df)</th>
<th>Closeness z (df)</th>
<th>Betweenness z (df)</th>
<th>Percent grade z (df)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>7.60 (4)</td>
<td>2.03 (4)</td>
<td>6.95 (4)</td>
<td>-2.13 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>-2.62 (4)</td>
<td>-1.92 (4)</td>
<td>-4.04 (4)</td>
<td>-0.85 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>-4.11 (4)</td>
<td>0.31 (4)</td>
<td>-4.35 (4)</td>
<td>-2.85 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>-10.91 (4)</td>
<td>-4.23 (4)</td>
<td>-11.77 (4)</td>
<td>1.35 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>-11.88 (4)</td>
<td>-1.65 (4)</td>
<td>-11.49 (4)</td>
<td>0.97 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>-1.75 (4)</td>
<td>-2.29 (4)</td>
<td>-0.59 (4)</td>
<td>-2.16 (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistical significance codes:

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.

1AICc = 45,654, BIC = 45,845; 2AICc = 46,829, BIC = 46,956.

5. Results

5.1. Research question 1

Table 3 presents two best fitting ERG models (with and without ENA properties) selected by the AICc criterion. The SNA only analysis showed that reciprocity, cyclical ties, and expansiveness played significant roles in the network formation. The positive effect of reciprocity was highest on establishing social ties. The ERG modeling also showed that there were no Simmelian ties observed. Thus, significant associations of network centrality with student performance were expected (Joksimović et al., 2016; Krackhardt, 1999). The higher grades of ENA cluster 4 could also be expected due to its lower focus on course process and more on course content (i.e., lower Process scores than that of ENA cluster 1 as shown by Yang et al. (2014).

The results of the statistical tests for the centrality measures are further corroborated by the plots in Fig. 5.

5.2. Research question 2

The descriptive statistics of the five ENA clusters for the three centrality measures are shown in Table 4.

Nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test (Table 5) found a significant association between ENA cluster assignment and all three network centrality measures – weighted degree ($\chi^2(4) = 649.50$, $p < .001$), closeness ($\chi^2(4) = 18.01$, $p < .001$), and betweenness ($\chi^2(4) = 471.62$, $p < .001$). For example, students in ENA cluster 4 had significantly higher betweenness and degree than their counterparts in ENA cluster 1. This significant association also translated into higher grades as could be hypothesized by the link between network centrality and performance in the absence of Simmelian ties (Joksimović et al., 2016; Krackhardt, 1999). The higher grades of ENA cluster 4 could also be expected due to its lower focus on course process and more on course content (i.e., lower Process scores than that of ENA cluster 1 as shown by Yang et al. (2014).

The results of the statistical tests for the centrality measures are further corroborated by the plots in Fig. 5.

5.3. Research question 3

To address research question 3 and understand the extent to which SNA and ENA can be used jointly to understand communities emerging in collaborative learning, we performed ENA for the three high archiving (Fig. 6a) and the three low achieving (Fig. 6b) communities. As shown in Fig. 6c, epistemic networks of the high performing communities were statistically significantly different from those of the low performing communities (t (26) = -2.052, p = .045 and Cohen’s d = -0.55). They differed on the Process dimension of their epistemic networks (i.e., x-axis in the networks in Fig. 6) with the low performing communities being inclined more towards the process related dimension and high performing communities making more connections on the content end of the x-axis. There was no statistically significant difference on the Content (y-axis) dimension of the epistemic networks from Fig. 6 (t (36) = 1.776, p = .081, Cohen’s d = 0.45), albeit a moderate effect size. The analysis also indicated that edges in the networks drove most of the differences and the subtracted epistemic networks of the
high and low performing communities highlighted the edges that drove the position of the means for each group (Fig. 6d). While the learners in both communities made connections to p.Course_related_interests, p.Course_expectations, c.Humanity_Challenges, and c.Critical_thinking, learners from the high performing communities also made more connections among more topics in total than the learners in the low performing groups.

---

Fig. 5. Comparison of ENA clusters on the values of SNA centrality measures. Centrality measures are indicated by the size and color intensity of the points, while the clusters are marked with different colors. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. a) Epistemic network of the three high performing communities; b) epistemic network of the three low performing communities; c) centroids of the epistemic networks of the learners included into high performing (red dots) and low performing (blue dots) communities along with centroids (filled red and blue squares) and confidence intervals (rectangles with black lines); and d) subtracted networks of high performing versus low performing communities. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
Interestingly, model 4 showed significance between the weighted degree centrality and the ENA model and implies that the SNA and ENA predictors are explaining a larger portion of the participants and yielded the best results. Participants who were better connected with others performed better. Closeness centrality is a reversed measure, this means that those participants with lower closeness centrality had higher outcomes. Because students whose discourse was characterized by either high level of Content or high level of Process or both had higher outcome scores. Conversely, to examine the contribution of SNA and ENA to the understanding of the factors that could predict learning in MOOCs, we specified five regression models (Table 6).

Model 1 included only the ENA clusters as predictors of the final course grade, along with the binary variable that indicated whether students submitted the course survey (Table 6). The model suggests that all of the ENA clusters performed better than the reference group composed of the people who had low participation (ENA cluster 5). This suggests that there might be multiple configurations of discourse patterns that students could use to be successful. Simplifying the interpretation of the model, the results suggest that students who were more active in the course performed better than those students who contributed less to the course discussions. Moreover, model 1 also suggests that students who were focused more on the course content, rather than on the course process, may have benefited more from the interactions with their peers.

Model 2 further confirmed the importance of participation in discussion forum for better learning outcome (i.e., final course grade). Here, we included Process (svd1) and Content (svd2) scores from the ENA model of student discourse. The model revealed that those students whose discourse was characterized by either high level of Content or high level of Process or both had higher outcome scores.

Fitting the third model, we aimed at assessing the importance of social centrality, only, for predicting the final course grade. Model 3 (Table 3) showed a significant effect of closeness centrality only. The participants with lower closeness had higher outcomes. Because closeness centrality is a reversed measure, this means that those participants who were better connected with others performed better.

Model 4 used both ENA cluster assignments and SNA centrality measures of the participants and yielded the best fit, having the lowest AICc score and highest R² value. This suggests it was the most efficient model and implies that the SNA and ENA predictors are explaining different portions in the participants’ variance in performance scores. Interestingly, model 4 showed significant and negative association between the weighted degree centrality and final course outcome.

Model 5 also used both Process (svd1) and Content (svd2) scores from the ENA model of student discourse and the SNA centrality measures. The model confirmed the findings of Models 2 and 3 and showed that the SNA and ENA predictors are explaining different portions in the participants’ variance in performance scores.

### Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1 Est. (SE)</th>
<th>Model 2 Est. (SE)</th>
<th>Model 3 Est. (SE)</th>
<th>Model 4 Est. (SE)</th>
<th>Model 5 Est. (SE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Survey (yes)</td>
<td>24.94 (1.92)***</td>
<td>26.20 (1.92)***</td>
<td>27.48 (1.94)***</td>
<td>25.00 (1.92)***</td>
<td>26.18 (1.92)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENA Cluster 1</td>
<td>12.42 (2.90)***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENA Cluster 2</td>
<td>20.80 (2.60)***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENA Cluster 3</td>
<td>12.23 (2.72)***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENA Cluster 4</td>
<td>19.04 (2.98)***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV2D1</td>
<td>12.97 (2.30)***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV2D2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19.39 (3.39)***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Degree</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20.08 (23.47)</td>
<td>26.56 (23.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betweenness</td>
<td>41.82 (26.18)</td>
<td>55.53 (25.69)</td>
<td>50.08 (25.74)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closeness</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.06 (2.66)***</td>
<td>-0.08 (2.64)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. R²</td>
<td>0.16***</td>
<td>0.15***</td>
<td>0.12***</td>
<td>0.17***</td>
<td>0.152 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AICc</td>
<td>15,684.82</td>
<td>15,701.25</td>
<td>15,746.44</td>
<td>15,670.49</td>
<td>15,691.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance codes: *** 0.001, ** 0.01, * 0.05.

### 5.4. Research question 4

A multiple linear regression models identified significant predictors of participants’ course grades based on the variables derived from SNA and ENA. Specifically, to examine the contribution of SNA and ENA metrics to understanding of the factors that could predict learning in MOOCs, we specified five regression models (Table 6).

Model 1 included only the ENA clusters as predictors of the final course grade, along with the binary variable that indicated whether students submitted the course survey (Table 6). The model suggests that all of the ENA clusters performed better than the reference group composed of the people who had low participation (ENA cluster 5). This suggests that there might be multiple configurations of discourse patterns that students could use to be successful. Simplifying the interpretation of the model, the results suggest that students who were more active in the course performed better than those students who contributed less to the course discussions. Moreover, model 1 also suggests that students who were focused more on the course content, rather than on the course process, may have benefited more from the interactions with their peers.

Model 2 further confirmed the importance of participation in discussion forum for better learning outcome (i.e., final course grade). Here, we included Process (svd1) and Content (svd2) scores from the ENA model of student discourse. The model revealed that those students whose discourse was characterized by either high level of Content or high level of Process or both had higher outcome scores.

Fitting the third model, we aimed at assessing the importance of social centrality, only, for predicting the final course grade. Model 3 (Table 3) showed a significant effect of closeness centrality only. The participants with lower closeness had higher outcomes. Because closeness centrality is a reversed measure, this means that those participants who were better connected with others performed better.

Model 4 used both ENA cluster assignments and SNA centrality measures of the participants and yielded the best fit, having the lowest AICc score and highest R² value. This suggests it was the most efficient model and implies that the SNA and ENA predictors are explaining different portions in the participants’ variance in performance scores. Interestingly, model 4 showed significant and negative association between the weighted degree centrality and final course outcome.

Model 5 also used both Process (svd1) and Content (svd2) scores from the ENA model of student discourse and the SNA centrality measures. The model confirmed the findings of Models 2 and 3 and showed that the SNA and ENA predictors are explaining different portions in the participants’ variance in performance scores.

### 6. Discussion

The results reported corroborated several complementary contributions of the network analytic approach that combines social and content perspectives of collaborative learning. The results addressing each of the four research questions showcased four different ways how the combined use of SNA and ENA advances potential findings that could not be obtained if either ENA or SNA was applied alone.

The results of ERG models related to research question 1 unveiled that processes (i.e., selective mixing) that drove the network formation were better explained when ENA properties are added than when only SNA properties and demographic and academic attributes are used. Moreover, effects of the ENA results on selective mixing were much higher than those by other demographic and academic attributes, which are commonly reported in the literature (Joksimović et al., 2016; Kellogg et al., 2014). This finding suggests that some students mostly chose to interact with peers who shared similar interests and perspectives. This was the case for the students who were in ENA clusters 1, 3, and 4. Epistemic networks of the students in these clusters showed strong focus on a few highly interlinked content and process topics. Shared interest was also found to have had negative effects on establishing social times based on selective mixing for ENA Cluster 5. These were the students who were least active in the discussions and were likely inclined to communicate to other, more active peers than those who had a low level of discussion activity. Finally, effect of the assignment to ENA cluster 2 was not significant on selective mixing. This is likely since students in ENA cluster 2 did not emphasize links between any of the 12 topics; instead they linked similarly all the concepts as shown in their epistemic analysis.

Our analyses also revealed a strong tendency to form reciprocal ties, significant positive effect of cyclical ties, and negative effect of expansiveness. As noted by Lusher et al. (2012), forming mutual relationships is one of the defining characteristics of networks emerging from online interactions, such as within MOOC discussion forums. Opposite to Krivitsky and Handcock (2014), for example, both our models showed a significant and positive tendency on cyclical ties formation. This further suggests a strong anti-hierarchical tendency in interaction between students (i.e., tie formation) within the observed networks (Krivitsky & Handcock, 2014; Krivitsky, 2012). Basically, this finding suggests students’ tendency to freely share knowledge in small groups without expectation to be reciprocated (Zappa & Lomi, 2016). The negative and significant effect of expansiveness suggests that for any response to their peers, students’ propensity to build new social times decreased. This finding indicates that students tended to form ties with a limited number of peers with whom they would have in-depth discussions with several rounds of responses. The negative effect of expansiveness is also observed and similarly interpreted by Joksimović et al. (2018) who studied the formation of social networks in two other MOOCs.

The findings of research question 1 indicate that for students to establish strong network positions and benefit from online discussions the most, they need to i) identify and link strongly a few key content and process-related topics in their online posts, ii) respond to the posts
of their peers, iii) identify and engage into deep conversations with a small group of peers; and iv) freely share knowledge within small groups without expectation to obtain something in return. These findings are consistent with the theoretical framing of collaborative learning as suggested by Stahl (2004) in terms of both social structures emerging and content discussed in collaborative knowledge building. In other words, the combination of SNA and ENA can detect information about a participant's enactment of what the CSCL literature has described as a role: an ensemble of cognitive and social domains that is marked by interacting with the appropriate people about appropriate content (Dillenbourg et al., 2009).

The results of the analysis related to research question 2 showed what kind of discussion makes students more central in a social network, and thus explaining a role they played in social interactions. Consistent with the results of the ERG models, the findings suggest that students (i.e., those in ENA clusters 1, 3, and 4) who focused strongly on a few highly interlinked content-and process related topics played the most central roles as brokers (i.e., strong closeness and betweenness) in the social network. Moreover, the use of SNA in combination with SNA allowed for detecting specific topics and links among topics that were associated with the strongest brokerage positions. For example, students in ENA cluster 4, who had the significantly highest brokerage role of all, focused on content topics such as climate change and its links with process topics such as course related interests and course expectation. In practice, the identification of such topics may help both teachers and students to detect the key topics for discussion and regulate their future activities to increase benefits in the participation in a social network and collaborative learning.

The findings of research question 3 produced with the combined use of SNA and ENA insights into the possible reasons for the differences in performance among communities identified in the social network. The study showed that the students in low performing communities tended to focus mostly on course related topics and links with other issues in the course. The students in the high performing communities however tended to focus more on content-related topics and link them with course expectations. The focus on links with the course expectations likely indicated a stronger metacognitive monitoring and alignment of own learning with respect to the course standards. This higher monitoring likely in turn resulted in higher grades for the high performing communities. This conclusion is consistent with the literature on self-regulated learning which also reported a positive association between engagement into metacognitive monitoring and performance (Greene & Azevedo, 2009).

The results of research question 3 suggest that learners need to pay attention to course expectations to meet assessment standards, which sometimes promote those topics that are not fully associated with students’ personal interests. This finding is in connection with the conclusions drawn by Senko, Hulleman, and Harackiewicz (2011) in their analysis of benefits of performance vs mastery goal orientations. Senko et al. posit that students need to have a certain dose of performance goals (e.g., to get a good grade) in addition to being interested in mastering topics studied. Student goal orientations eventually are part of internal conditions that students use to monitor their learning and make decisions related to their study (Winne & Hadwin, 1998; Winne, 2013). The importance of goal-orientation of learners has already been reported in the CSCL literature in connection to the participation – reading and posting – in the online discussions (Wise & Chiu, 2014). Therefore, insights obtained by answering research question 3 highlighted the potential of SENS to identify latent constructs such as metacognitive monitoring and goal-orientation to inform teaching and provide custom-tailored feedback for different groups of students. In practice, if low performing communities are identified as it was the case in this study, instructors can be alerted about the direction in which they need to moderate discussions, stir the focus towards the course expectations, and help learners align their personal interest towards improved course outcomes.

Finally, the results of the analysis related research question 4, showed that combining structural and content features of collaborative learning – that is, both who is interacting with whom and what they are interacting about – provides a richer model of student learning in a collaborative setting. This is corroborated by regression model 4 which explained the highest proportion of variability in student grades and had the best fit to data based on AiC. Students who played brokerage roles (i.e., those with high betweenness scores), had close access to every other node in the network (i.e., those with low closeness scores), and tended to communicate with a small number of peers performed better overall in the course. As such, the association of network centrality measures with performance is consistent with the finding of the ERG models as done in research question 1 that found an insignificant presence of Simmelian ties (Joksimović et al., 2016).

A possible reason for the negative association of weighted degree could be found in the results related to research question 3, which warranted the use of SENS. Table 2 that points to the fact that students, grouped within low performing communities (C6, C8, and C12), had higher degree centrality, on average, than their counterparts in the high performing communities (i.e., C3, C11, and C17). The previous discussion related to research question 3 emphasized the importance of alignment of student discussions with course expectations to increase course performance as revealed by ENA. Moreover, the findings of RQ1 suggested the importance of discussing in small groups that were focused on a mix of process and content related topics to gain network benefits as a form of social capital (Joksimović, Dowell, et al., 2017). This stresses the importance of not just the role in the network in general, but rather the topics the learners discussed and types and numbers of people they interacted with. This is again consistent with the definition of role in the CSCL literature as previously referenced (Dillenbourg et al., 2009).

7. Limitations and future work

There are clearly some important limitations to this preliminary exploration of a single data set. First, the results above show that in this MOOC data, students did not have strong Simmelian ties—and therefore did not form tight-knit cliques. Since prior research has shown that such social ties have an impact on learning outcomes and processes (Joksimović et al., 2016), combining SNA and ENA analyses might produce different results in other datasets. Second, and equally important, the outcome variable used in this analysis was not directly related to collaborative learning: evaluations of student performance did not account for the collaborative components of their work. Thus, we can expect that combining SNA and ENA analyses in datasets with collaborative learning-based outcome measure might similarly produce different results.

Future studies can introduce several methodological and theoretical improvements. The use of SENS in the future can focus on the extraction of learning processes from discourse based on established constructs and theories in collaborative learning such as social presence and cognitive presence. Although this may imply that the content analysis will be more laborious to perform and/or require tools for automated content analysis (Kovanović et al., 2016), the granularity of insights, construct validity, and theoretical soundness of such studies can benefit profoundly. Applications of SNA can also take much more systematic approaches to role analysis as proposed in the CSCL literature (Marcos-García et al., 2015; Martinez et al., 2003; Strijbos & Weinberger, 2010; Strijbos & de Laat, 2010; de Laat et al., 2007). Of particular value would be approaches for role analysis that would be used in combination with ENA to triangulate the differences in epistemic networks among network actors who occupied different roles.

Despite these limitations, this research provides a proof of concept that discourse and social dimensions of collaborative learning can be modeled as networked in nature. Social interaction is expressed in network structures through which information is shared and knowledge
constructed; dimensions extracted from discourse – such as cognitive, metacognitive, social and affective – do not happen in isolation but rather co-occur with each other. This preliminary investigation of one particular data set suggests that by combining two analysis techniques well-known in educational research—SNA andENA—we may be able to characterize collaborative learning as an interaction of social factors and factors extracted from discourse: a social and epistemic network signature (SENS) of collaborative learning.

The SENS approach, as outlined in Section 3.2, in its core is based on several data analysis methods that originate from different disciplines including data mining, statistics, and network science. Although the users of SENS need to have a wide range of skills to be able to use the method, none of the individual methods included in SENS is unknown to researchers and practitioners in CSCL, the learning sciences, and learning analytics. As shown in this paper, SNA and ENA are commonly used in the related literature (Chesler et al., 2015; Kovárovát et al., 2016; Marcos-García et al., 2015; Martinez et al., 2003; Shaffer, 2006; de Laat et al., 2007). Likewise, cluster analysis and statistical methods included into SENS are commonly used in the related literature (Cress, 2008; Kovárovát et al., 2015; Wise et al., 2013). In fact, most of these methods are used together; e.g., Joksimovát et al. (2016) used statistical and descriptive SNA together with mixed-models and regression analysis to assess the effect of student centrality in social networks on performance. Similarly, Kovárovát et al. (2015) and Wise et al. (2013) used cluster analysis with regression analysis to study effects of students’ participation behaviors on social knowledge construction.

Researchers and practitioners who will use SENS will likely need to learn only an additional method and connect it with their exiting analysis toolkits. The main contribution of SENS is the link between SNA and ENA and methodological progress of the analysis steps needed to address questions that can beneﬁt from taking in collaborative learning environments. SNA and semantic web can improve CSCL script! International Journal of Emerging Technologies in Learning (IJET), 9(7), 94–108.


